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EDITOR’S NOTE

Hello Green Print Readers!!

Our last issue of the semester, wow! This semester has 

flown by while simultaneously dragging on forever. I cannot 

wait to be able to put school out of my mind for a month, the 

last time I can really dodge any kind of responsibility just 

because. Catch me back in West Orange, New Jersey with 

my six cats, playing video games as much as I humanly can; 

I’ll be living my best life.

I would like to thank all my writers here before this holiday 

break. My veteran GP members (and close friends), Josh 

and Megan, have had my back since Day 1. Adding on all 

the new writers has also been an exciting, novel experience 

as well, as I get the opportunity to work with many people 

I would otherwise not talk to. The new designer, Alex, has 

done a great job as too, producing beautifully crafted issues. 

Thank you all for helping to mold Green Print into what it is 

today!

This winter break, All I Want for Christmas is You - the 

readers - to enjoy this last issue. 

Happy holidays all, 

Andrew Cumming 

Editor
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ENDANGERED SPECIES OF 

THE MONTH: THE BONOBO

by allison almeda-ahmadi

Bonobos, also known as Pan paniscus, are endangered primates that bear a 

strong resemblance to chimpanzees. Bonobos are generally smaller and skinnier 

than their chimpanzee relatives, not even being recognized as an individual 

species until 1929. Being the last of the great apes to be discovered, not much is 

known about bonobos. The only place where they can be found in the wild is in 

the southern forests of the Democratic Republic of Congo. Due to poverty and the 

increasing development of the country, deforestation has taken the homes of the 

bonobos. In addition to habitat loss, poaching has killed a significant amount of 

them. Bonobos have become increasingly vulnerable over the past 30 years and 

are now endangered. It is hard for the bonobo population to bounce back because 

of their low reproductive rate, so it is crucial to start protecting them before they 

pass the point of no return. The World Wildlife Foundation has funded survey 

missions for bonobo populations in the Democratic Republic of Congo and helps 

grant protection to new populations found in nature reserves such as Lac Tumba-

Lediima. 

With 98.7% of our genetic code being shared with bonobos and chimpanzees, 

they are one of our closest living relatives on the planet. We have a lot in common 

with bonobos, but at the same time, there is still much to learn about them. For 

example, bonobo societies in the wild are often led by females and tend to be 

peaceful. In fact, most disputes are settled without the use of violence. We could 

certainly take a page out of their book!

 If you would like to help save bonobos, the World Wildlife Foundation plays a 

major role in their preservation. You can donate and adopt a bonobo with the 

World Wildlife Foundation at 

https://gifts.worldwildlife.org/gift-center/gifts/Species-Adoptions/Bonobo.

aspx?sc=AWY1705OQ18316A01275RX&_ga=2.208093842.1002304700.1542224212-

1901035447.1537055424
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SAVE FACE BY 
REDUCING YOUR  

FOOD WASTE!
by megan yuen

From overshopping to throwing out slightly bruised produce, Americans 

unwittingly send a lot of food to landfills. Many believe that large institutions are to 

blame for food waste in the United States, but did you know that 50% of food waste 

occurs on a household level? The food service industry’s success is dependent 

upon effective use of money, so restaurants are generally responsible when it 

comes to minimizing food waste. Yet when we think about food waste, we often 

blame large corporations and restaurants, while not doing anything ourselves to 

alleviate this national issue. It’s time we stop pointing fingers and take initiative.  

If you don’t know where to start, keep reading! 
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1. Save food scraps and bones to make 
broths.  
Onion skins, carrot peels, apple cores, 
asparagus tips, and all types of other 
vegetable scraps that are produced during 
preparation can be saved and used to make 
a homemade broth. Store scraps in a ziploc 
bag in the freezer until you have enough to 
boil. Additionally, chicken skins and bones, 
beef bones, and pork bones can all be used 
to make hearty broths as well.

2. Make a grocery list and stick to it. 
When grocery shopping unprepared, we 
are more prone to purchasing foods in 
excess quantities or foods we don’t need 
at all. Fresh produce in particular has a 
short shelf-life. It’s important to buy only 
what you need, especially when it comes to 
perishable goods, to get you through to your 
next shopping trip. 

3. Master basic knife skills.  
By learning how to properly process fruits 
and vegetables, you can minimize the food 
wasted and maximize your produce yields! 
For instance, coring a strawberry with a 
paring knife as opposed to chopping the top 
off with a regular knife can help you save on 
your strawberry with very little waste. 

4. Invest in tupperware. 
Saving leftovers for another night can help 
you reduce your food waste and stretch your 
groceries another few days. Some leftovers 
can be frozen for up to a month. If you’re 
short on time during finals you can defrost 
some leftovers and you’re all set. 

5. Freeze fruits and vegetables that are 
about to spoil and use them at a later time. 
Instead of throwing out excess fruits, cut 
them into small chunks and freeze for 
a later time. Leafy vegetables such as 
spinach and kale can also be frozen but the 
texture is not the same once it is defrosted. 
These vegetables can be used in morning 
smoothies without altering the texture of 
the smoothie.

6. Share meals with friends to reduce food 
waste. 
Meal sharing can prevent both food waste 
and overeating. Whether it’s cooking a meal 
or eating out, meal sharing helps keep 
dollars in your pocket and friends close to 
your heart. 

We are quick to blame large 

institutions for the national food 

waste problem, but half of the 

responsibility falls on individuals. By 

making a few lifestyle changes, we 

can reduce the amount of spoiled 

food that ends up in landfills. This 

is a change that many people need 

to adopt in order to see a significant 

impact, but starting to change 

yourself is the first step. Reduce 

food waste in your home, and the 

world will begin to be a better place.
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by christiana dalton

ISOLATION ON 
RUTGERS BUSES

Hop on any Rutgers bus and simply observe your surroundings. 

From the LX to the A , or the EE to the B, there’s something that 

will likely stand out in your investigation - social isolation. All 

nine routes on the New Brunswick campus share the reality that 

students don’t typically interact with one another while making 

their way to class.

Rutgers is one of many large public institutions in the United 

States. However, few otherUniversities have a bus system as 

enormous as RU. 36,000 undergrads and thousands of graduate 

students and employees utilize this system on a daily basis. With 

the structure of the New Brunswick campus, it would not be 

possible to function without an established transportation system. 

You have to have good time management skills in order to get 

essentially anywhere on time: planning when you will leave, how 

long it will take to catch a bus, and how long it will take the bus 

to bring you from point A to point B. Calculating this becomes 

a subconscious part of the everyday routine while living on the 

‘Banks of the Raritan’.

In the same vein, we often don’t think about the impact that being 

part of this system has on our mental health. People typically keep 

to themselves and use the ride to check social media or listen to 
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music. Physically being around so many people yet avoiding contact with them 

can make us feel lonely and a lack of a sense of community. Additionally, studies 

have shown that social isolation negatively impacts overall health as it contributes 

to mental health conditions like depression. It is estimated that in the United 

States, 16.2 million adults have at least one major depressive episode each year 

(NIMH). Although other contributing factors to mental health issues are out of our 

control (such as genetics), it does not mean there’s nothing we can do. On public 

transportation - like the Rutgers buses - we can all do our part to prevent it from 

being a place of social isolation.

Whether you are a Rutgers student, alumnus, or staff member, consider going 

out of your way to make our community a more cohesive place. Even just saying 

“hello” when boarding and “thank you” when getting off the bus to the driver is a 

start. A little interaction with those around us can make each day a bit brighter, 

and that makes all that difference when it comes to mental health.
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During the Fall 2018 semester, I 

have had the privilege of interning 

at Drop the Beet Farms, the largest 

aquaponics farm in the state of New 

Jersey. Drop the Beet Farms is part 

of a network of sustainably-minded 

businesses headquartered at Calgo 

Gardens in Howell, New Jersey. 

The company grows fresh produce 

using aquaponics: a soil-less system 

which recycles water in a partnership 

of aquaculture and hydroponics. 

Essentially, aquaponics uses fish to 

supply fertilizer to plants, while the 

plants filter the water for the fish. 

Although aquaponics is a relatively 

new technology, it integrates age-old 

concepts to grow food sustainably.  

 In aquaponics, water runs 

continuously throughout a closed 

system from a fish tank to a series 

of plants. The water is cleansed of 

waste from the fish through two 

methods: filtration using mesh nets 

and gravity, and more importantly, 

biochemical alteration.  Bacteria 

present in the bio-filter, transform 

the the fish waste into nitrate, a 

non-toxic bioavailable form that is 

preferred by plants. Ultimately, this 

water flows back to the fish, where it 

has been filtered by the plants, thus 

making it safe for the fish to live in. 

Cody Parker and his staff of interns 

are the main workforce that keep 

the farm running. Cody inherited 

Drop the Beet Farms in 2016 when 

he responded to an ad in a local 

paper from Calgo Gardens in need 

of someone to run their aquaponics 

farm. Having had majored in 

Agricultural Science with a focus on 

Agroecology at Rutgers University, 

Cody was well-qualified for the job. 

by joshua morales

INSIDE DROP THE 
BEET FARMS 

THE LARGEST AQUAPONICS FARM IN THE STATE
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He was soon hired and given the 

freedom to be creative and inventive. 

His first task was naming the farm 

and he did this quite uniquely: Drop 

the Beet Farms got its name from 

Cody’s DJing days while at Rutgers.

Now in the wintertime, Community 

Supported Agriculture (CSA) Farm 

memberships are becoming a huge 

hit for Drop the Beet Farms. A CSA 

is a membership where people pay 

up front for access to fresh produce 

for an allotted amount of time; every 

week, they can go to Drop the Beet 

Farms and pick up specialty products 

for the week. A few selections from 

this season include salad green mix 

(with safe romaine), lemon balm 

leaves for tea, and the superfood 

kale. Cody hopes to expand on this 

as he seeks venture funding. If a 

potential investor is interested, Cody 

can double the size of the system 

and grow twice as much. One day, he 

hopes to begin wholesaling to local 

grocery centers, changing the way 

people eat at a larger scale.

The business is rapidly expanding, 

as internships are hosted year-

round at the 20,000-gallon facility. 

Experiments with the system and 

independent projects are held as 

the interns learn every aspect of 

aquaponics as a business. Drop 

the Beet Farms is a company that 

revolves around Cody’s creative 

ideas and ideals; every aspect of 

the business is an extension of him 

and his personality, from the name 

of the farm to the late night tours 

that he gives. The future of Drop the 

Beet farms is vast, as more people 

are becoming concerned with eating 

healthily and sustainably.

While it is a struggle for me to drive 

down to the farm twice a week, 

it is still such a pleasure to work 

with Cody at Drop the Beet Farms. 

Aquaponics shows promise in the 

future to feed more people in a 

sustainable way. Drop the Beet Farms 

may be a young business, but it has 

incalculable potential especially with 

Cody Parker at the helm.
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1. “SOMETHING ABOUT YOU” 
MAJID JORDAN

2. “PLAYING TO LOSE” 
LEMAITRE

3. “JINGLE BELLS”  
EMINEM

4. “BROKEN CLOCKS”  
SZA

5. “WHILE WE’RE YOUNG”  
JHENÉ AIKO

6. “DREW BARRYMORE”  
BRYCE VINE

7. “THANK YOU, NEXT”  
ARIANA GRANDE

8. “DRIP TOO HARD”  
LIL BABY X GUNNA

9. “LOST IN JAPAN”  
SHAWN MENDES

10. “THE REASON”  
HOOBASTANK

11. “POMPEII”  
BASTILLE

12. “OVER MY HEAD”  
THE FRAY

passion puddle playlist
by wamia siddiqui

AS THE DAYS GET SHORTER 
AND THE HOLIDAYS (AND FINALS 

SEASON) LOOM CLOSER, HERE 
ARE SOME JINGLES AND JAMS 

TO KEEP YOU GOING!
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As an Environmental Science major, occasionally I get asked my 

opinion on environmental issues. I am not one to shy away from 

sharing my opinion on something I am vaguely knowledgeable 

about, especially when asked. So the few times I have been asked 

my thoughts on the notion of banning plastic straws, I eagerly 

responded, with my fist to my heart and my voice drenched in 

conviction: “it’s… whatever.”

And that’s because it is. For those of you who may not be familiar 

with the issue: in the past year or so, many cities have proposed 

BANNING PLASTIC 
STRAWS IS NOT  
THE SOLUTION

by andrew cumming
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banning plastic straws, as billions 

of them are put into the ocean 

every year. Plastic can be toxic to 

the marine life which inadvertently 

consume it. While the idea of 

reducing plastic is surely noble, I 

don’t think banning plastic straws will 

really solve that much. If you look at 

the total percentage of plastic, the 

contribution of straws is insignificant; 

one study from the UK estimated 

that about 0.17% of their total plastic 

pollution could be attributed to 

straws.

 If you ask me, banning plastic straws 

is such a popular idea because of 

its insignificance to most people. 

It’s something not used very often 

which can be given up without 

loss of comfort or lifestyle change. 

However, for some disabled persons 

who cannot consume food or drink 

without the use of a straw, a ban 

would significantly impact their lives. 

Banning straws without considering 

those consequences would be 

inherently ableist. 

There are so many better issues we 

could tackle instead of straw bans. 

Even if we want to keep it within 

plastic pollution, there’s many more 

issues that could be considered. 

Almost 80% of all plastic ends up in 

landfills; this could be avoided with 

reduction in the amount of packaging 

used for products, reusing bottles or 

bags, or making a conscious effort 

to know which types of plastics you 

can recycle. Microplastics, defined as 

broken-down plastic waste which may 

or may not be visible to the human 

eye, are a massive problem in oceans 

with health effects yet unknown. 

And don’t even get me started on 

corporations lobbying to increase use 

of petrochemicals to produce more 

plastics every year.

Actually, maybe do get me started on 

that. I guess my issue with banning 

straws is that it’s a meaningless 

concession. It’s something for 

politicians and companies to 

point to to say “We care about the 

environment - see? We’re doing 

something!” I’d rather do something 

that can make an actual influence, 

really get this country to make 

changes. I don’t know what that is, 

but when it comes, I’ll be ready for it.
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What Career Should You Pursue 
Based on Your Zodiac Sign?

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)
Good qualities: Natural-born leaders, 
like being in control, highly competitive 
Bad qualities: Argumentative, 
temperamental  
Ideal careers: Anything that promotes 
competition or involves physicality, such 
as a personal coach, athlete, professional 
manager, or CEOs.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) 
 
Good qualities: Grounded, practical, 
adaptive, hardworking, dedicated 
Bad qualities: Forgetful, stubborn, 
materialistic  
Ideal careers: Anything that has a 
consistent routine and rewards dedication 
such as a banking or finance career

Gemini (May 21-June 20) 
 
Good qualities: Quick-witted, intellectual, 
well-informed  
Bad qualities: Gets bored quickly, moody, 
inconsistent  
Ideal careers: Anything that is 
stimulating, fast-paced and keeps you 
mentally active such as a doctor, teacher, 
public relations professional

Cancer (June 21- July 22) 
 
Good qualities: Nurturing, responsible, 
protective  
Bad qualities: Shy, sensitive, moody  
Ideal careers: Child care worker, social 
worker, lawyer, or executive

by dilara karahan
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Leo (July 23-Aug 22) 
 
Good qualities: Charming, inspirational, 
ambitious, smart  
Bad qualities: High maintenance, attention-
seeking 
Ideal careers: Politician, teacher, actor, 
musician, or CEO

Virgo (Aug 23- Sept 22) 
 
Good qualities: Compassionate, 
considerate, practical, detail-oriented  
Bad qualities: Perfectionist, sensitive, picky 
Ideal careers: Anything in care industries 
such as a nurse or pediatrician, or a career 
in research or statistics like a fact checker, 
editor, or detective

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22) 
 
Good qualities: Mediator, balanced, 
understanding, kind 
Bad qualities: Indecisive, selfish, naive  
Ideal career: Law enforcement, diplomat, or 
salesperson

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21) 
 
Good qualities: Intense, mentally  
strong, reliable 
Bad qualities: Unpredictable, prone  
to jealousy  
Ideal careers: Anything in the medical 
field like a surgeon or something in the 
investigative field like a forensic detective

 

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21) 
 
Good qualities: Optimistic, adventurous, 
straightforward, philosophical  
Bad qualities: Careless, impatient, 
inconsistent 
Ideal career: Humanitarian, entertainment 
and leadership fields

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19) 
 
Good qualities: Charismatic, enthusiastic, 
hard-working, organized  
Bad qualities: Pessimistic, stubborn, self-
centered 
Ideal career: Engineer, architect, manager 
or administrator

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18) 
 
Good qualities: Hard-working, theoretical, 
creative, logical   
Bad qualities: Unpredictable, detached, 
stubborn 
Ideal career: Science or technology, graphic 
designer, photographer

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20) 
 
Good qualities: Imaginative, intuitive, 
selfless, compassionate 
Bad qualities: Over-sensitive, lazy, 
pessimistic  
Ideal career: Performing arts or therapist
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Interested in Green Print?
CONTACT ANDREW CUMMING AT 
SEBSGREENPRINT@GMAIL.COM  

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW  
TO GET INVOLVED! 

AND CHECK OUT FUTURE ISSUES AT: 
 RUGREENPRINT.COM.
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